
Slim Case PRO reliably accompanies you everywhere and
meets the highest standards in terms of quality,
functionality and protection. Thanks to the fitall system,
Slim Case PRO perfectly holds notebooks of various sizes.
The durable padding with shock-absorbent EVA frame
protection offers optimal safety for your device. Anti slip
technology ensures that your notebook stays in place and
that the shoulder strap does not slide.

The fitall system separating wall in the notebook compartment lies protectively around
your device and fits automatically to sizes from 12-14.1“. The perforated and thus light
EVA foam material optimally protects the edges of your notebook. The high-quality
genuine leather handles ensure comfortable transportation for daily use. Besides the
notebook compartment, Slim Case PRO features a well-padded slip pocket designated
to tablets up to 10". Furthermore the bag offers generous storage space for documents
at the back of the case. The front pocket allows you to organize your personal
equipment and additional mobile accessories. With its trolley fastening strap, Slim
Case PRO ensures perfect comfort when travelling along with luggage. DICOTAs
attention to detail makes this bag one of your most reliable business partners!

Screen size: 14 - 14.1 inches
Art.No: D30990
Weight: 0.8kg /1lbs,12.2 ounces
Material: N/A
Compatible
devices:

N/A

≤ 13.39 x 9.65 x 1.57 inches
≤ 340 x 245 x 40 mm

≤ 14.76 x 11.22 x 3.15 inches
≤ 375 x 285 x 80 mm

Lockable and cushioned notebook compartment (Fit all system & EVA
frame protection)

Padded slip pocket for iPad and other tablets up to 10”

Front pocket with workstation (holders for pens, mobile phone and mobile
accessories)

Document compartment at the back of the case

Comfortable carry handle (real leather)

Functional trolley belt

Removable carry strap with comfortable shoulder padding (anti slip
technology)
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Slim Case PRO 12-14.1"
Professional bag with sleek design
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